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Bambiz LLC License Agreement 

 

In this License Agreement (this "Agreement") Bambiz LLC, the party who is granting the right to 
use the licensed property will be referred to as "Bambiz," and the party who is receiving the right 
to use the licensed property will be referred to as "Client”. 
 
The parties agree as follows: 

 

1. GRANT OF LICENSE. Bambiz owns the marketing system including all tools, advertising copy, 
designs, graphics, landing pages, Facebook advertising images and text, PPC and SEO 
strategies, and all content developed for Client (the "Authored Work").  
 
In accordance with this Agreement, Bambiz grants Client a non-exclusive license to use the 
Authored Work while Bambiz is actively retained by Client. Bambiz retains title and ownership 
of the Authored Work. Client may not modify or change the Authored Work in any manner. 
 
2. PAYMENT AND BILLING. Client will be billed monthly before services are rendered. By 
accepting this agreement, Client authorizes periodic monthly payments to Bambiz from your 
credit, debit, or bank card in the amount specified on the initial order form.  
 
Client understands that costs of showing advertisements on Facebook or Google are paid 
separately and directly to those providers, and are in addition to Bambiz monthly service 
charges. Client understands that automatic recurring payments will remain in effect until this 
agreement is terminated by Client or by Bambiz. 
  
3. DELAYS IN WORK. Bambiz is not responsible for delays due to the Client’s failure to prove 
information, instructions, necessary access to systems, or to communicate in a timely manner. 
Client is expected to continue recurring payments during this time period. 
 
4. DEFAULTS. If Client fails to abide by the obligations of this Agreement, including the 
obligation to make recurring payments when due, Bambiz shall automatically cancel this 
agreement and all Authored Work will be immediately removed.  
 
Client shall have the option of preventing the termination of this Agreement by taking 
corrective action that cures the default, if such corrective action is taken within three days of 
the failed payment. 
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5. WARRANTIES. Client acknowledges and agrees that Bambiz has no control of changing 
external factors that can affect Client’s business. Bambiz does not warrant or guarantee that 
Authored Work will increase Client’s revenue, income, or business activity. In no event will 
Bambiz be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, that are in 
any way related to the Authored Work. 
 
6. NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSE TO LICENSOR. Client grants Bambiz a non-exclusive royalty-free 
license to use the Authored Work as Bambiz sees fit, including for the creation of derivative 
works. 
 
7. TERMINATION. Either party can terminate this agreement freely. In the event of termination, 
Bambiz retains the copyright and exclusive ownership of all Authored Work including tools, 
advertising copy, designs, graphics, landing pages, Facebook advertising images and text, PPC 
and SEO strategies, and other content developed for Client.  
 
Client will immediately stop using any material developed by Bambiz upon termination of this 
agreement. Bambiz will charge a monthly licensing fee equal to Client’s previous recurring 
payment amount for continued use by Client of the material. Client retains the exclusive 
ownership of all previously generated leads. 
 
8. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and there 
are no other promises or conditions in any other agreement whether oral or written. This 
Agreement supersedes any prior written or oral agreements between the parties. 
 
9. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the remaining provisions shall continue to be valid and enforceable. If a court 
finds that any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, but that by limiting such 
provision it would become valid or enforceable, then such provision shall be deemed to be 
written, construed, and enforced as so limited. 
 
10. WAIVER OF CONTRACTUAL RIGHT. The failure of either party to enforce any provision of this 
Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver or limitation of that party's right to subsequently 
enforce and compel strict compliance with every provision of this Agreement. 


